When lim inf,^^ ReA,>0, (1) is the negation of (2) and constitutes a necessary and sufficient condition for completeness. However, under circumstances where neither (1) nor (2) is satisfied, for example if Xj=\jj+isjj or the X's are bounded and 2 Re Aj<oo, the completeness question is not answered by Szász's theorem.
For the L2 case, it should be noted that there is no such unresolved margin. This is because the L2 distance between tx and the linear span of {tx'}f=i can be explicitly expressed in terms of a Blaschke product which converges to a nontrivial function if and only-if
The purpose of this paper is to reduce the gap in Theorem 1. (7) |F(w)|^-^.
-Re w
Lemma. Choose some ß, <x</?<l, and, via the Poisson integral, define an analytic function tp in the right half-plane such that (8) Re ip(iy) = exp(-\y\').
Then tp has the following properties:
(a) tp is bounded.
(b) The mapping z-*w defined by Proof later. It follows from (4) and (11) that the Blaschke product .-=<> y i + z y i ,=o V \y¡\ + y pi converges. From (7) and (8), we have
Choosing a Ô, tx<ß<o<\, we define the linear functional /(/) as follows:
Since |.S(z)>)| = l and \exp(\y\ß)exp(-(iy)s)\ is integrable, it follows from (13) that / is bounded. Now set/=fA; then F(s)=e~Xs, F(w)=\j(X-w), and F(z-tp(z))= -\j(z-ip(z)-X) is meromorphic with one pole, y, in the right half-plane. In this case, the contour in (14) can be shifted to the right, with the total contribution resulting from the residue at z=y since the integrand vanishes in a dominated way at infinity: Since \Xj-yj\<k, it follows that (18) exp(-|Im(y,/2)|') = 0(Re A, + exp(-|7i|«)), a < ß.
Combining (17) and (18) gives (11), the final part of the lemma. The result is a direct consequence of setting (24) This generalization of Miintz's theorem is stated, though not proven, in [2, p. 29] . Its proof may be simplified by letting tp=\ in the preceding calculations.
For complex /Ts, however, Lax has shown by example that (1) is not necessary for completeness. 
= e*sF(s)(l -s) + F(0)(s -I + Ï), I -I < s < I.
H is continuous, and H(0)=H(l). Define L to be the periodic extension of H. Then L can be uniformly approximated by linear combinations of
